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ABSTRACT 
 
Dwinda Kusuma Wardani. 2016. Annie Sullivan’s Strategy on Teaching 
Vocabulary to Deaf-blind in The Miracle Worker Movie. Thesis, English 
Education Department, Islamic Education and Teacher Training Faculty, the State 
Islamic Institute of Surakarta. 
Advisor : Nur Asiyah, S.S, M.A 
Key words : Teaching Strategy, Vocabulary, and Deaf-Blind 
The objectives of the research are (1) to find out the strategies of teaching 
vocabulary for deaf-blind in The Miracle Worker Movie directed by Nadia Tass in 
2000, (2) to find out about the problem faced by Annie Sullivan and the solution 
applied by Annie Sullivan in teaching vocabulary for deaf-blind in The Miracle 
Worker Movie directed by Nadia Tass in 2000. 
The type of this research is descriptive qualitative research. The data in the 
research are words and sentences. The data source of this research is The Miracle 
Worker Movie by Nadia Tass in 2000. The main instrument on this research is the 
researcher herself. Therefore in this research, the researcher as the planner, data 
collector, data interpreter, data analyze, and reporter of the result of the research. 
The researcher used interactive model analysis involving collecting the data, 
reducing the data, and presenting the data and also drawing conclusion. 
Based on the data analysis, the researcher found teaching strategies that 
used by Annie Sullivan in The Miracle Worker movie are Tactile Learning 
Strategy and The Deaf Blind Manual. The problems faced by the teacher in 
teaching vocabulary are the teacher has difficulties to communicate; there are 
interventions from Helen‟s family; and the teacher has difficulties to discipline her 
student (Helen Keller) because Helen Keller is feral and unruly. The solution by 
the teacher is teaching vocabulary to Helen from basic using finger spelling and 
asking her for touch the things;  isolating herself and Helen from Helen‟s family 
in order to make Helen completely relies on her for everything, so that she doesn‟t 
have Helen‟s parents and family to hide behind. 
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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
 
A. Background of the Study 
People need language as a means to transmit information, ideas, and 
attitudes to others. They communicate and interact with the others in society 
to fulfill their needs and share their feelings, ideas and desire through 
language. Language is the key of communication, so by using language will 
be helps us to make easy our life. As Wardhourgh (1976) states that language 
is a means of interpersonal communication. In the interpersonal interaction, 
language is used by speaker for thinking and for communicating with each 
other in many different contexts for a wide variety of purposes. 
In communication, people express thought, feeling, experience, 
knowledge and so on language in the form of language. Wardhaugh (1992:8) 
explains that “language allows people to say things to each other and express 
communicate needs”. According to Hall (in Lyons, 1997:4) “Language is the 
institution whereby humans communicate and interact with each other by 
means of habitually used oral-auditory arbitrary symbol”. 
Besides that, Noam Chomsky believes that children are born with an 
inherited ability to learn any human language.  It means that every human has 
a Language Acquisition Device (LAD) when they are born, so they will 
acquire their first language. First language is language that is acquired by 
people in the first time they recognize language. 
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Unlike any other communication system, the human language 
contains vocabulary of tens of thousands of words consisting of several dozen 
speech sounds. A speaker of any language has the ability to use words and 
build and infinite amount of phrases when communicating with others 
(Jackendoff (2006: 2). What is most remarkable is that children develop the 
complex system of language in a matter of two to five years (Jackendoff 
1994, 103). For instance, three years old children can build and understand 
complex sentences and master the sound system of their native language 
without any direct instruction (O‟Grady 2008). In generally, children have 
remarkable ability to acquire their language in each period of language 
acquisition.  
Nation (2001) stated Vocabulary is a necessary ingredient for all 
communications. Language learners encounter vocabulary on a daily basis, 
and must be able to acquire and retain it. Nation (2001) emphasize that 
learning vocabulary is a cumulative process and that it must be deliberately 
taught, learned, and recycled. This is critical for several reasons: (1) Learners 
need to encounter the words in a variety of rich contexts, often requiring up to 
sixteen encounters. (2) Learners remember words when they have 
manipulated them in different ways, so variety is essential for vocabulary 
teaching.  
Sutiono & Cayandrawati (2005: 144) stated that one component of 
learning language is an understanding the vocabulary itself, because 
vocabulary are the basic unit of language. How one can express a language if 
he does not understand the vocabulary of the language. Hatch & Brown 
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(2001: 1) states that vocabulary is the foundation to build language which 
plays a fundamental role in communication. It means that vocabulary is the 
first priority in learning English. 
In line with Sutiono, Nation (2001: 2) states that the positive effects of 
teaching vocabulary are that it can provide help when learners feel it is most 
needed. This is particularly true for teaching vocabulary that occurs in the 
context of message-focused activities involving listening, speaking, reading 
and writing, and where the teaching deals with items that learners see as 
being very relevant for the activity. 
In fact, there are two types of children, those are: normal and 
exceptional children. However, not all children can acquire their language as 
normal as possible. There are children with special need too. Children with 
special need mean those who are disabled or exceptional children, it refers to 
brain damaged, mentally retarded, mentally deficient, cerebral-palsied spastic, 
flaccid, rigid, epileptic, autistic, athetoid, hyperactive, and down children, 
language acquisition will be delayed. The critical period language acquisition 
diverges with the normal children. The children who have disability to 
acquire their language need some special ways or strategies to acquire their 
language. 
Besides children with special need underlying above, there are 
children with multiple disabilities. Hallan, Kauffman & Pullen (2005), cited 
in Anne Rose stated that multiple disabilities mean concomitant impairments 
such as intellectual disability-blindness, intellectual disability-orthopedic 
impairment, the combination of which causes such severe educational needs 
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that they cannot be accommodated in special education programs solely for 
one of the impairments. Children with multiple disabilities have a 
combination of various disabilities that may include; speech, physical, 
mobility, learning, intellectual disability, visual, hearing, brain injury and 
possibly others. 
Deaf-blindness is one of multiple disabilities. Deaf-blindness is 
simultaneous hearing and visual impairments; the combination of which 
causes such severe communication and other developmental and educational 
needs that cannot be accommodated in special education programs solely for 
children with deafness or children with blindness (Hallahan, Kauffman & 
Pulllen 2005). 
Learners with deaf-blindness are described as group of people who 
may suffer from varying degrees of visual and hearing impairment, perhaps 
combined with learning and physical disabilities which can cause severe 
communication, developmental and educational needs. Learner with deaf 
blindness is a Multi-Sensory Deprived child (MSD) who has been denied the 
effective use of either his or her distant senses. Learners who are deaf-blind 
usually miss information that would normally be received by the distance 
senses of vision and hearing use. Distance senses allow individuals to take in 
information immediately and are the primary channels through which most 
people collect information. Learners who are deaf-blind may receive distorted 
or incomplete information from their senses because of their sensory loss.  
Due to the loss of information from distant senses, children who are 
deaf- blind receive information that usually results in delays and difficulties 
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in concept development and skill development. The development of these 
areas is further hampered by the lack of incidental learning that occurs from 
vision loss. Learners with deaf-blindness will need much time to understand 
and learn language concept. Their mobility and motor skills development 
often delay. Their communication development usually delays and the 
disabilities of acquiring language occur. Learners with deaf-blind may have 
additional disabilities such as cerebral palsy, intellectual disabilities, health 
impairments and delaying mental development.   
Teaching vocabulary for deaf-blind students are not the same as 
teaching vocabulary for normal students. In learning vocabulary the deaf-
blind students need more efforts than normal students to help them remember 
the words. Carter and Nunan (2001: 42) states that definition of learning a 
word depends crucially on what we mean by a word, but it also depends 
crucially on how a word is remembered, over what period of time, and in 
what circumstances it can be recalled and whether learning a word also means 
that it is always retained. It means that in learning vocabulary the students 
need not only to learn a lot of words, but also to remember them. Moreover, 
teaching vocabulary to the deaf-blind students is not the same as teaching 
vocabulary to normal students. 
The teacher should apply a suitable strategy in teaching vocabulary to 
the deaf-blind students. As mentioned by Nationas (in Linse, 2001: 122), 
states that teacher should facilitate vocabulary learning by teaching learners 
useful words and by teaching strategies to help learners figure out meanings 
on their own. Brown (2000: 7) also stated, teaching is guiding and facilitating 
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learning, enabling the learner to learn, setting the conditions for learning. It 
means that the teacher is a facilitator for learning. She should use useful 
words and different strategies in teaching vocabularies, in order to make the 
students interested in learning vocabularies. 
One of movie that tells about the importance of language and the 
challenges of teaching children with disabilities is the Miracle Worker movie 
by Nadia Tass in 2000. The Miracle Worker was a 2000 biographical 
television film about a deaf-blind young woman Helen Keller. The Miracle 
Worker movie an outstanding movie based on the true story of Helen Keller 
and Anne Sullivan's struggles to teach her. Helen Adams Keller was born a 
healthy child in Tuscumbia, Alabama, on June 27, 1880. Her parents were 
Kate Adams Keller and Colonel Arthur Keller. At the age of 19 months, 
unknown illness deprived her sight and hearing. Then, Helen became deaf 
and blind as a result of an unknown illness, perhaps rubella or scarlet fever. 
Because of her deafness, she had to lose her communication skill. She could 
not make communication with others because she became dumb too. 
(Costantini: 2002) 
Anne Sullivan was a teacher who taught Helen Keller, a blind and deaf 
child, how to communicate and read Braille. Born on April 14, 1866, in 
Feeding Hills, Massachusetts, Anne Sullivan was a gifted teacher best known 
for her work with Helen Keller, a blind and deaf child she taught to 
communicate. At only 20 years of age, Sullivan showed great maturity and 
ingenuity in teaching Keller and worked hard with her pupil, bringing both 
women much acclaim. Sullivan even helped Keller write her autobiography.  
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The Miracle Worker movie by Nadia Tass in 2000 had won three 
nominations. First, the film had won a Family television award in 2001. 
Second, the film had won the Golden Reel Award nominations as a best 
motion picture sound editors USA in 2001. And the third, the film had won 
nominations young artist awards as best performance in a TV movie young 
actress age ten or under, played by Hallie Kate Eisenberg (Helen Keller). 
(IMDB: 2016) 
Based on the reason above, the researcher interests to conduct a 
research entitled “ANNIE SULLIVAN‟S STRATEGY ON TEACHING 
VOCABULARY TO DEAF-BLIND IN “THE MIRACLE WORKER” 
MOVIE. 
 
B. Identification of the Study 
Based on the background study above, the researcher identifies the 
problems as follows: 
1. Every child with special education needs has opportunities to improve 
his/her ability. 
2. The students with deaf-blindness need special strategy to understand 
English. 
3. The teacher should prepare good strategy to teach students with deaf-
blindness. 
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C. Limitation of Study 
To avoid the deviation of the study, the researcher limits the study on 
Anny Sullivan‟s strategy on teaching vocabulary to Helen Keller, and the 
problem faced by Annie Sullivan in teaching vocabulary to Hellen Keller. 
The researcher will focus to “The Miracle Worker” movie which was adopted 
by Nadia Tass in 2000.  
 
D. Problem Formulation 
1. What are the strategies of teaching vocabulary for deaf-blind used by 
Annie Sullivan in The Miracle Worker Movie directed by Nadia Tass in 
2000? 
2. What are the problems faced by Annie Sullivan and the solutions applied 
by Annie Sullivan in teaching vocabulary for deaf-blind in The Miracle 
Worker Movie directed by Nadia Tass in 2000? 
 
E. The Objective of the Study 
Based on the statement of the problem above, the objective of the 
study is as follow: 
1. To find out the strategies of teaching vocabulary for deaf-blind in The 
Miracle Worker Movie directed by Nadia Tass in 2000. 
2. To find out about the problem faced by Annie Sullivan and the solution 
applied by Annie Sullivan in teaching vocabulary for deaf-blind in The 
Miracle Worker Movie directed by Nadia Tass in 2000. 
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F. The Benefits of the Study 
The benefits of the study in this research are as follows: 
1. Theoretically, the benefit of this study is, to make us aware that disabled 
children are same with the other children. Disabled children (deaf, speech 
disorder, and blind) have the same right to get education. They also can 
improve their ability like the others. The most essential thing is to build 
our awareness to care, love, and affection for our students, not exception, 
including disabled students with deaf, blind, and speech disorder. In 
addition, this study can be used to the others teachers on teaching 
disabled students with deaf, blind, and speech disorder. 
2. Practically, the result of this research can enrich information for the 
teacher on how to choose the appropriate strategies in teaching English 
vocabulary to students with mental retardation. In addition the researcher 
expects that the study can contribute to the development of literary study, 
especially among students of IAIN Surakarta who are interest in this 
study. 
 
G. Definition of Key Terms 
To avoid misunderstanding on some concepts in this study, the researcher 
provides the explanations as below: 
1. Teaching Strategy 
The meaning of strategy as defined in Oxford (1995:1179) is a plan 
designed for a particular purpose. While approaches deal with general 
philosophies of teaching and methods deal with more practical nuts and 
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bolts, strategies deal with specific actions. To make it clearer, the 
researcher refers to Strasser‟s (1994:01) definition of Teacher‟s Teaching 
Strategies i.e. generalize plan for a lessons which includes structure, 
desired learner behavior, in terms of the goals of the instruction, and an 
outline of tactics necessary to implement the strategy. There are different 
teaching strategies such as lecture, case method, discussion, cooperative 
learning, distance learning, and the role playing process. 
2. Deaf-blind Children 
Deaf-blindness is a combination of sight and hearing loss that affects 
a person‟s ability to communicate, to access all kinds of information, and 
to get around. Miles (2005) states deaf-blind is a condition that is a 
combination of barriers to hearing and vision in children that causes a 
bottleneck severe communication and other developmental and 
educational needs where their needs cannot be met on a program that is 
intended for children with barriers A child with a hearing or eyesight 
obstacle course or even multiple programs for children with disabilities 
in general. 
3. Vocabulary 
Vocabulary according to Hornby (1997) is a total number of words 
which (with roles for combining them) make up a language”. This 
definition tells us not only the number of words one knows but also the 
rules for combining the words to make up a language. It means that 
vocabulary covers knowing the meaning of words and their uses in 
context. 
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4. Movie 
The motion picture is in theory at least the most powerful of the 
visual aid. It combines picture with movement, color and sound. The 
motion picture has been used for entertain, those who produce them for 
teaching insist on the entertainment aspect and blunt the teaching impact 
(Lado, 1964: 201). 
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CHAPTER II 
REVIEW ON RELATED LITERATURE 
 
A. Theoretical Description 
1. The Concept of Vocabulary 
Vocabularies are total number of word which (with rules for 
combining them) make a language. It can be said that vocabulary is a 
group of words of which are arrange in such a way to construct the 
meaning for making language. Rivers (1972) states it would be 
impossible to learn a language without vocabulary. Learning the 
language means learning vocabulary. This means that vocabulary is the 
most important element in a language. A language can have meaning 
because of his vocabulary. 
Meanwhile Fries (1959) said that the vocabulary is an aspect 
important in learning a language. Learning a language means learn 
vocabulary, because the vocabulary is one of the components of language 
which cannot be separated from language learning. Therefore, students 
who master a lot of vocabulary will be easier to master a language than 
their peers who do not have a lot of vocabulary. It means, with master the 
vocabulary a lot of students can learn the language easier. In other words, 
to master a foreign language, first must master the vocabulary. 
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Based on the opinions the above, it can be concluded that vocabulary 
is an aspect important in learning a language. Students who master a lot 
of vocabulary will be easier to master a language than their peers who do 
not have a lot of vocabulary. It means, with master the vocabulary a lot 
of students can learn the language easier. The explanation implies that 
the vocabulary is the ability to understand and use vocabulary actively. In 
this research, the researcher explains teaching English vocabulary as first 
language. 
a. Definition of Vocabulary 
One of linguistic concepts that m`ust be included in learning 
English language is vocabulary. It means that vocabulary plays an 
important role in language. In learning language someone will learn 
the words of language so that he or she can communicate with other. 
Webster (1986: 2560) stated that vocabulary is a list in a foreign 
language text book of the word and phrase taught or used. According 
to Brown (1994: 1425), the vocabulary is the total number of words 
that make up a language. 
Furthermore, Richards (2002: 255) states that vocabulary is the 
core component of language proficiency and provides much of the 
basis for how well leaners speak, listen, read, and write. Jacson and 
Amvela (2000: 11) said that the terms of vocabulary, lexis, and 
lexicon are synonymous. 
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In addition, vocabulary is one of the language components that 
can affect macro skills. Some definition of vocabulary is proposed by 
someone experts. Nunan (1999: 101) states that vocabulary is a list of 
target language words. Moreover, Jacson and Amvela (2000:  11) say 
that the terms vocabulary, lexis, and lexicon are synonymous. In 
addition, Richards and Schmidt (2002: 580) state that vocabulary is a 
set of lexeme, including single words, compound words, and idiom. 
According to above interpretation, we can conclude that 
vocabulary is the core component of language proficiency that consist 
of a set of lexeme, including single words, compound words, idioms, 
provides much of the basis for how well learners speak, read, listen, 
and write; and has similarities with the term „lexis‟ and „lexicon‟. 
b. The Importance of Teaching Vocabulary 
A good mastery of vocabulary helps the learners to express their 
ideas precisely. By having many stocks of word learners will be able 
to comprehend the reading materials catch other talking, give 
response, speak fluently, and write some kind of topics. On the 
contrary, if the learners do not recognize the meaning of the words use 
by those who address them, they will be unable to participate in 
conversation, unable to express some ideas, or unable to ask for 
information (Stahl & Nagy, 2006:12). 
In the context of learning English as a foreign language, the vital 
role of vocabulary is inevitable. This has been claimed by many 
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linguists and experts in the field. Wilkins (cited in Thornbury, 
2007:13) clearly stated that “without grammar, very little can be 
conveyed”. Coincidentally, Dellar. H and Hocking. D (In Thornbury, 
2007:13) indicated that progress made from learning grammar most of 
the time would be much less than from learning vocabulary. To be 
short and concise, when comparing the importance of grammar and 
vocabulary, both mentioned statement above show that most of 
learner‟s improvement was created when learner himself/herself 
learned more words and expressions. It was also emphasized by 
Thornbury (2007:13), “you can say very little with grammar, but you 
can say almost anything with words”. 
In teaching Practice (Gower, 2005:142) and co-writers came 
straight to point that “vocabulary is important to students – it is more 
important than grammar for communication purposes, particularly in 
the early stages when students are motivated to learn the basic words 
they need to get by in the language”. This reflects the truth even when 
students have already “done” all the rules in grammar, the lexical 
system is still “open” for them to gain more vocabulary. Furthermore, 
this conclusion deducted the communicative purpose in learning 
vocabulary as an ultimate goal for learning a new language – learning 
vocabulary is better for communicating than grammar.` 
Thornbury (2007:13) added, grammar is a collection of rules 
while vocabulary is a collection of items and “one rule can generate a 
great many sentences”, which to some extents implicates that 
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“vocabulary learning never stops, even long after grammar system is 
firmly in place, new words are being coined daily and old words is 
assuming new meanings” or in other words, the grammar learning 
could be mastered at some level whereas mastering learning 
vocabulary seems to take more time than that. 
c. The Kinds of Vocabulary 
There are in fact many different kinds of vocabulary items or 
“words”. This is especially true when non-native learners eye their 
target language as linguistic outsiders. One simple way to look at 
vocabulary for second language learners in single words, set phrases, 
variable phrases, phrasal verbs, and idioms. 
1) Single words 
This is the group that most people think of first. By far, this 
group includes the bulk of the vocabulary of any language. This 
group includes not only more items but also more frequently used 
items: 
a) Animals: cat, dog, elephant 
b) Time periods: Monday, January, today 
c) Countries: Egypt, Mexico, Somalia 
d) Action in the past: flew, stayed, went 
e) Descriptions: happy, amazing, destructive 
f) Counters: dozen, plenty, decade 
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Despite the name, however, this group also includes 
multiword vocabulary. Consider the words thunderstorm and ice 
storm. Both are single “words” even though ice storm requires 
two words to express its concept while thunderstorm requires 
only one. The number of actual words in the vocabulary item is 
result of spelling conventions peculiar to English, not a 
vocabulary-related issue. The explanation of whether a compound 
vocabulary items is written as one word or two does not appear to 
be semantically based. For example, a cloth for a table is 
tablecloths (one word) while a cup for coffee is a coffee cup (two 
words). Other examples of compound nouns being written as one 
word or two words on the apparent whims of English spelling 
conventions include graveyard, homework, and holiday versus 
traffic light, bread box, and table scrapes. 
2) Set phrases 
These phrases consist of more than word and do not usually 
change. For example, in the set phrase in other words, we cannot 
say with other words or in other terms or in other remarks or in 
other phrases or other variations, even though terms and remarks 
and perhaps phrases might seem to be able to fit. 
a) In other words  (not: in other terms but terms are 
words) 
b) Raining cat and dogs (not: raining kittens and  puppies you 
can only have the adult animals) 
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c) The bottom line (not: the lowest line but the bottom is 
the lowest) 
d) All of a sudden (not: most of a sudden it‟s either all 
or nothing-but we don‟t have none of a sudden either) 
e) It‟s up to you (not: it‟s above to you but up and above are 
close synonyms) 
Other set phrase must be worded in a certain order even though 
rearranging the ordering would not really affect the meaning. 
However, English conversations have locked these phrases into 
only one possible ordering: 
a) Raining cats and dogs (not: raining dogs and cats) 
b) Up and down   (not: down and up) 
c) From head to toe  (not: from toe to head) 
d) Back and forth   (not: forth and back) 
e) To and from   (not: from and to) 
f) Ladies and gentlemen (not: gentlemen and ladies though 
common in many language) 
3) Variable phrases 
While most of components in variable phrases will stay the 
same, there is some variation. The variation often involves 
personal pronouns or some sort of possessive. For example, a 
usual from of the opening line of many business letters, 
especially from companies writing to inform you of a problem, 
is It has come to our attention that…. This line could easily be 
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It has come to my attention that… if it were coming from your 
boss or co-worker. 
4) Phrasal verbs 
A phrasal verb is a verb plus a position or adverb which 
creates a meaning different from the original verb. 
Example: 
I ran into my teacher at the movies last night. Run + into = 
meet 
He ran away when he was 15. Run + away = leave home. 
From the definition above, it can be concluded that there are 
four kinds of vocabulary. They are single words, set phrases, 
variable phrases and phrasal verbs. In this research, the researcher 
just focus on single words that thought by Annie Sullivan in the 
Miracle Worker Movie. 
d. The Technique of Teaching Vocabulary 
Commonly, there are several techniques concerning the teaching 
vocabulary. However, there are a few things that have to be 
remembered by the most English teachers if they want to present a 
new vocabulary or the lexical items to their students. It means that the 
English teachers want students to remember new vocabulary. 
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According to Nation (1974: 18-21) in Techniques for Teaching 
Vocabulary in the article published by englishindo.com, at least there 
are three kinds of technique of teaching vocabulary: 
1) Visual Techniques 
Concerning with the visual technique, Gairns and Redman (1980) 
as cited by Maria, et al (1999: 12) says that “there are the forms 
visual techniques, “relia, pictures, and mime or gestures.” Relia 
means using a variety of real-object brought by the students in the 
classroom. It can be also applied to remember written material. 
Students can act out what they read, or associate physical sensation 
above, Klippel (1994: 115) implies that “mimie or gesture is useful 
if it emphasize the importance of gesture and facial expression on 
communication. At the essence it can not only be used to indicate 
the meaning of a word found in reading passage, but also in 
speaking activity as it stresses mostly on communication. 
2) Tactilely 
It can do by using letters made of wood, cardboard, sandpaper, and 
so on, so the teachers can feel the shapes of the letters that make up 
the word. Besides, it can do by using the system of writing like 
Braille (the writing for blind), or writing the word, letter by letter 
on the learner‟s hand. 
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3) Orally 
Teaching vocabulary orally can be practiced as saying the word or 
some other oral code. 
Nation (1974:21) explained about the meaning of vocabulary teaching 
techniques. There are at least three techniques that can be used as a 
reference: 
1) Demonstration: It can be showing an object. 
2) Picture: This technique can do by photo, drawing on blackboard, or an 
illustration from newspaper or magazine. 
3) Explanation: This technique can be practiced by explaining a 
synonym or antonym of words, then define or translate it. 
Based on theories above, it can be concluded that there are many 
kinds of techniques of teaching vocabulary than can used by teachers. The 
techniques such as; visual techniques, tactile, oral technique, 
demonstration, picture, and explanation. 
2. The Concept of Teaching 
Teaching is a means of showing or helping someone to learn how to do 
something, giving instruction, causing to know or understanding (Hornby, 
1985: 286). Teaching is guiding and facilitating learning, enabling the 
students to learn, setting condition for learning (Brown, 1980: 8). 
Brown (1980: 253) stated teaching is a skill for it demands the ability 
attained from relevant theories and practice to assist the students expertly in 
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learning so that they are able to gain the linguistic and communication 
competence in the language. 
From these definitions, it can be concluded that teaching is some activities 
that give instruction for helping students to learn something. 
3. Deaf-blindness 
a. Definition of Deaf-blind 
Deaf-blindness is a combination of sight and hearing loss that 
affects a person‟s ability to communicate, to access all kinds of 
information, and to get around. According to Jody (2009: 92) deaf-
blindness is a medically verified hearing impairment coexisting with a 
medically verified visual impairment. Together, these two impairments 
must cause severe communication difficulties and other developmental and 
education problems that cannot be accommodated in special education 
programs solely for children with exclusive blindness or deafness.  
Paul (2000:444) stated that deaf-blindness is a combination of 
visual and hearing impairments and comes in varying degrees, in reality 
deaf-blindness is a condition in which there is a combination of visual an 
hearing impairments that cause such severe communication and other 
developmental and learning needs that the persons cannot be appropriately 
educated in special education programs solely for children and youth with 
hearing impairments, visual impairments or severe disabilities, without 
supplementary assistance to address their educational needs due to these 
dual, concurrent disabilities. Every such child has a unique set of learning 
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problems and his/her appropriate learning modes are different from other 
children. 
From those definitions, it can be summarized that definition of 
deaf-blind here is a combination of sight and hearing loss and comes in 
varying degrees that affects a person‟s ability to communicate.  
b. Types of Deaf-blindness 
There are two types of deaf-blindness, which are described below: 
1) Congenitally deaf-blind is a term that describes any child who is 
born with a sight and hearing impairment or develops sight and 
hearing loss before they have developed language in their early 
years. 
2) A person who loses their sight and hearing after they have developed 
language in their early years is said to have acquired deaf-
blindness. An individual may already have a sight or hearing 
impairment, and suddenly or gradually lose the other sense. It could 
be related to a specific genetic condition from birth, or as a result of 
an illness or accident. 
From the explanations above, it can be concluded that Deaf-
blindness means concomitant hearing and vision impairments, the 
combination of which causes such severe communication and other 
developmental and educational needs that they cannot be accommodated 
in special education programs solely for children with deafness or 
children with blindness. There are two types of deaf-blindness. They are 
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congenitally deaf-blind and deaf-blindness that because of an illness or 
accident. 
c. Approaches for deaf-blind students 
 Developing good communication is vital to all children and their 
families. Some parents may have chosen an auditory-oral approach, 
whilst others may have chosen sign language or total communication 
for their child and it is important that you understand how to meet their 
child‟s communication needs and develop their language. The teacher 
of the deaf will be able to provide you with information and advice 
about an individual child‟s needs and how to develop a range of 
communication skills. 
The information below describes the variety of communication 
options which are used by deaf children. According to Smith, J. David 
(2015: 278:280) There are three basic alternative teaching approaches 
for students with hearing loss cannot develop and or wear a standard 
communication tool which are described below: 
1) Manual Method 
 The manual method has two basic components. The first is 
sign language. Sign language is the first language for child with 
hearing impairment. Sign language is a language in its own right and 
many deaf people consider ASL (American Sign Language) as their 
first language. Signing varies between countries. ASL is an 
independent language and is as capable as a spoken language of 
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conveying meanings and ideas. It has its own punctuation and 
grammar and can communicate complex theories and concepts. 
The second manual method is finger spelling. Finger spelling is 
where each letter of the alphabet is indicated by using fingers and 
palm of the hand. It is used for signing names and places or for a 
word that doesn‟t have a sign. 
2) Oral Method 
 Oral method emphasis on speech reading. Speech reading or Lip 
reading is the ability to read lip patterns. Lip reading is difficult to 
learning but many deaf children will naturally try to lip-read when 
they are communicating. However it would be very difficult for most 
deaf children to rely solely on lip-reading to communicate as they 
can only pick up a small percentage of what is being said. So lip-
reading would usually be used alongside other communication 
approach. 
3) Total communication method 
 Total communication method is philosophy that involves 
children using different methods of communication at any one time. 
The idea behind this approach is that sign language will not replace 
but support the use of the oral method of communication and the use 
of any residual hearing, to help the development of speech and 
language skills. The most common sign language system used in this 
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approach is Sign English or Sign Supported English (SEE) which 
use signs taken from BSL. 
Based on the explanations above, it can be concluded that there are 
three approaches that can used to communicate with deaf-blind children. 
They are manual method, oral method, and total communication method. 
4. Strategy of Teaching Vocabulary to Deaf-blind 
The meaning of strategy as defined in Oxford (1995:1179) is a plan 
designed for a particular purpose. While approaches deal with general 
philosophies of teaching and methods deal with more practical nuts and 
bolts, strategies deal with specific actions. To make it clearer, the 
researcher refers to Strasser‟s (1994:01) definition of Teacher‟s Teaching 
Strategies i.e. generalize plan for a lessons which includes structure, 
desired learner behavior, in terms of the goals of the instruction, and an 
outline of tactics necessary to implement the strategy.  
Teaching strategies are the methods used to allow learners to access 
the information being taught. The teaching strategies determine the 
approach a teacher may take to achieve learning objectives (Turnbull, 
Turnbull &Wilcox 2002). “Instructional methods are the how to” in the 
delivery of training. The methods used in any learning situation are 
primarily dictated by the learning objectives decided up upon by the 
course developers. 
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a. The Tactile Learning Strategies  
The tactile learning strategy usually is used for learners with deaf-
blind. Gaps are found on what is known about tactile methods and also 
about the use of touch by children who are deaf-blind. Few research 
studies have focused on tactile adaptations for children who are blind 
with additional disabilities (one exception is Rowland & Schweigert, 
2000). The specific strategies are identified as below:  
1) Hand-over-hand guidance 
Hand-over-hand guidance is a common strategy in which an 
adult puts his or her hand over a child‟s hand to help the child 
explore an object, act on an object, or make a gesture or sign (Free 
man, 1985; McInnes & Treffry, 1982). However, hand-over-hand 
guidance may be an essential strategy for children who have severe 
physical disabilities because they often need assistance to manipulate 
and explore objects. 
2) Hand-under-hand guidance 
This is an alternative to hand-over-hand guidance. Using this 
method, an adult places his or her hand slightly under the child‟s as 
they explore objects together (Dote-Kwan & Chen, 1999; 
MacFarland, 1995; Miles, 1998). The adult may also gently rest a 
hand underneath the child‟s and wait for the child to initiate an 
interaction. One strategy for introducing unfamiliar objects using the 
hand-under-hand method involves placing the child‟s hand on top of 
the adult‟s hand while the adult grasps an object. The adult then 
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slowly rotates his or her hand so that the child is gradually 
introduced to the shape of the object. Another strategy involves 
gradually with drawing the adult hand until the child‟s fingers touch 
the surface of the object or texture being explored (Dote-Kwan & 
Chen, 1999). 
3) Adapted signs 
Adapted signs are tactile adaptations of visually-based 
manual signs (Chen, 1995). Adaptations involve how the sign is 
made (hand shape, orientation of the hands in relationship to the 
body, movement of the hands from one point to another, and area of 
the body where the sign is produced) and received by a child who is 
deaf-blind. This is a developing area of knowledge and the 
terminology can be confusing. Some methods of adapting signs 
include the following: 
a) Tactile signing. The receiver places his or her hands on the 
signer‟s hands in order to perceive the signs (Reed, Delhorne, 
Durlach, & Fisher, 1995). This is a hand-under-hand method. It is 
also called interactive signing (Alsop, 1993; Watkins & Clark, 
1991). Tactile or interactive signing provides a means of 
communication in put (receptive communication) for the child 
who is deaf-blind. 
b) Coactive signing. A type of adapted signing in which an adult 
physically guides the child to produce signs using a hand-over-
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hand method (Watkins & Clark, 1991). This is a means of 
communication output (expressive communication). 
c) Body signing. The signer produces signs on areas of the child‟s 
body other than the hands (Joint, 1998). For ex ample, the sign for 
EAT may be placed against the lips. Body signs are based on 
manual signs that are symbols or words. The child may perceive 
the sign as a touch cue, however, and not recognize a particular 
sign as a word. 
d) Key word signing. The use of selected signs (e.g., nouns and 
verbs) to communicate main ideas or messages (Chen, 1999). 
Many children who are deaf-blind with additional disabilities 
have very short attention spans and limited communication. The 
majority of hearing adults who communicate with them are 
usually limited in their sign language skills unless they have a 
back ground in deafness. For these reasons, most children who are 
deaf-blind who have additional disabilities are ex posed to key 
word signs rather than to American Sign Language (with its own 
grammar) or manually coded English (uses English syntax). For 
example, WANT PLAY is key word signs for "Do you want to 
play?" 
4) Tactile representation 
Tactile representations must make sense to a child in order to 
convey meaning (Downing & Eichinger, 1990; Rowland & 
Schweigert, 1998). For example, using a toy car to represent "going 
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for a ride in a car" may be completely nonsensical from a child‟s 
tactile point of view. A seatbelt may be a more meaningful 
association based on the child‟s experience. Adults should think 
from a tactile rather than a visual perspective when selecting tactile 
representations. 
5) Touch cues 
Touch cues or tactile signals are an important communication 
strategy to use with young children who are deaf-blind during the 
early stages of communication development (Klein, Chen, & Haney, 
2000; Rowland, Schweigert, & Prickett, 1995). The intended 
meaning of a touch cue is derived from the specific context and 
situation. The use of touch cues should be consistent. A child will 
not be able to decipher the meaning of a touch cue if different people 
use it for a variety of messages. For example, patting or tapping a 
child on the shoulder may express any of the following: 
a)  Positive feedback ("Great job") 
b)  A request or directive ("Sit down") 
c)  Information ("Your turn") 
d)  Comfort or reassurance ("Don‟t cry, you‟re OK") 
A child will not be able to discriminate the meaning of a 
touch cue if there is competing tactile in put or if he or she does not 
like being touched. For example, touching a child‟s lips while 
patting his or her hand is confusing if the message is "here is your 
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drink." Touch cues should be used selectively, conservatively, and 
consistently so that the child can develop an understanding of what 
they represent. 
6) Object cues 
Object cues are objects or parts of objects used in activities or 
associated with a particular person. They are used to give 
information, make requests, and provide feedbacks. Initially object 
cues should be used during activities and selected so that the child 
can easily make an association between an object and the activity it 
represents (Chen, 1995; Rowland, Schweigert & Prickett, 1995).  
In broad terms, Davis and Florian (2003: 30-31) stated that 
there are some promising teaching strategies and approaches 
emerging from the literature. This is typically strategies and 
approaches which: 
a) Emphasize the importance of providing opportunities for 
developing skills for social interaction and access to the child‟s 
local environment; 
b) Emphasize the importance of providing opportunities for 
developing  skills that promote the child‟s independence; Are 
structured approaches that reinforce the learning of systematic 
procedures (e.g. the use of a protractor for a child with VI); 
c) Focus on the adaptation of the environment to increase access to 
and participation in learning; 
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d) Use technology or ICT. 
b. The Deaf-Blind Manual  
According to Huebner, Nelsen & Bietz (1995), the Deaf blind 
Manual Alphabet is the best way to communicate with someone who 
is deaf-blind. The Deaf blind Manual Alphabet is a technique of 
spelling out words onto a deaf-blind person's hand. Each letter is 
denoted by a particular sign or place on the hand of the learner who 
is deaf-blind. It is also known as finger-spelling. 
Finger spelling is where each letter of the alphabet is indicated 
by using fingers and palm of the hand. It is used for signing names 
and places or for a word that doesn‟t have a sign. 
Huebner, Nelsen & Bietz (1995) also explain that one can learn it 
quickly by doing the following: Stick out your index finger (that's 
the one next to your thumb) on your right hand. Fold your other 
fingers out of the way. Think of this finger as your pen. You are 
going to use it to write - not on paper, but on your friend‟s left hand 
that is deaf-blind which they will hold out for you. First learn the 
vowels. They're easy. Just remember the order A, E, I, O, U. 
 For A, touch the tip of your friend's thumb. For E, Touch the tip 
of the index finger. For I, is the middle finger. For O, is the ring 
finger. For U, is the little finger. For YES, Just tap twice on your 
friend's palm. For NO, (or cancelling what you just said) do a 
rubbing out movement on your friend's palm.  
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For A, touch the tip of your friend's thumb. For B, bunch the tips 
of your fingers and place them on your friend‟s palm. For C, use 
your index finger to make a circular movement that starts on the 
inside of your friend's thumb and ends at the top of his or her index 
finger. For D, form a D shape using your thumb and index finger and 
placing it on your friend's index finger. For E, touch the tip of the 
index finger. For F, form an F shape using your first two fingers 
together, place across your friend's index finger. For G, clench your 
fist and place it on your friend's palm, little finger downside. 
Then for H, lay your open hand across your friend's palm and 
move it over the fingers and off the hand. For I, is the middle finger. 
For J, touch the tip of your friend's middle finger and draw your 
finger down to the palm and up the thumb. (Think of this as the letter 
I with a tail). For K, bend your index finger and lay the top half of it 
against your friend's index finger. For L, just lay your index finger 
across your friend's palm. For M, lay your first three fingers across 
your friend's palm. For N, lay your first two fingers across your 
friend's palm. For O, is the ring finger. For P, hold the tip of your 
friend's index finger between your finger and thumb. For Q, 
completely circle the base of your friend's thumb with your thumb 
and index finger. For R, bend your index finger and lay it across 
your friend's palm (Huebner: 1995). 
 For S, grasp your friend's little finger with your index finger. For 
T, touch the edge of your friend's palm, at the side away from the 
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thumb. For U, is the little finger. For V, make a V shape with your 
first two fingers and lay it on your friend's palm. For W, grasp the 
upper edge of your friend's fingers, bending your fingers around 
them. For X, make a cross by laying your index finger over the top 
of your friend's index finger. For Y, place your index finger in the 
joint between your friend's thumb and index finger. For Z, either: 
place your fingertips against your friend's palm. Or place the outer 
edge of your hand across your friend's palm (Huebner : 1995). 
Based on the explanation above, it can be concluded that there 
are two strategies for teaching deaf-blind student. They are The 
Tactile Learning Strategies and The Deaf-Blind Manual. In this 
research, the researcher focuses on the deaf-blind manual strategy 
and Tactile Learning Strategy. 
5. Movie 
A movie or motion picture is the only new visual art form created 
in the 300 years. It is a complex, exclusive art, difficult to define, but 
the element of the movies is instantaneous and universal. Motion 
pictures are in fact both an art form and medium of mass 
entertainment, and in the latter capacity they have a significant impact 
in a sociological sense. In addition, they have background rooted in 
science and technology. (Webster, 1973: 305) 
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Movie is a sequence of picture projected on a screen from a 
developed and prepared film especially with an accompanying sound 
track. (Webster‟s Dictionary, 2004)  
Film offers a special language of projected moving image with 
sound a language which incorporates the characteristics of the graphic, 
plastic, spatial and narrative arts. It is finally becoming accepted in 
educational circles an established art from suitable for study analysis, 
research in institution of higher learning. Film study encompasses the 
examination of the motion picture as a medium of communication, 
entertainment and artistic expression. (Deightoon, 1971: 1) 
Movie is displayed through electronic media. Message displayed 
by the electronic media is enlightening, educating, and entertaining so 
easily understood by all levels of society. Besides, it also provides the 
stimulus, suggestion, imagination, and emotion from audiences. 
Message contribution will be received more quickly because the nature 
of audiovisual (Darwanto; 2007:44-45). 
According to Pamusuk Eneste, some good production movie 
depend on trust factors "That scenario (plot), camera angles, acting, 
and editing the movie (Pamusuk, 1991:58). 
1. Scenario 
According to Bayu Widagdo there are some element of scenarios. 
Scenario should have the basic elements where these elements are 
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clues or information that supports a story and events that unite in a 
groove. (Bayu Widagdo, 2007: 22). 
2. Camera angles. 
Translated as a technical angle camera shots from a certain 
viewpoint to expose the scene. The following discussion of camera 
angles level grouped in the same altitude. (Bayu Widagdo, 2007: 
58). 
3. Acting 
To portray a character in a scenario illustrated required casting role. 
There are some that should be considered among other traits script, 
acting, or posture in accordance with the demand scenario and 
director. 
4. Editing 
Editing is final step, that editing the image that recorded by camera. 
Furthermore, editing also giving visual or sound effect which 
supporting the story in the movie (Bayu Widagdo, 2007: 8). 
Based on the meaning above, it can be concluded that movie is a 
type of visual communication which uses moving pictures and sound 
to tell stories or inform that help people to learn about new ideas. 
 
B. Previous Related Study 
Previous study of this research conducted by Nuri Susilowati 
(Muhammadiyah University of Surakarta: 2013) entitled “Teacher's Strategies 
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In Managing A Large Class In Teaching English At The Eleventh Grade Of 
SMA Muhammadiyah 1 Karanganyar in 2012/2013 Academic Year”. The 
result of the research shows that are: 1)The teaching strategies are: (a) the 
teaching techniques used lecturing, group project and small group discussion, 
(b) the seating arrangement: the lecturing (the teacher in the front zone and the 
students in back zone), the group project (two-three students each groups) and 
small group discussions (four-five students each groups) the students seating 
position changed, (c) the teacher give feedback: when the students have 
difficulties, the teacher give some clue to the students to help them understand 
the material given, (d) the teacher evaluates the students: the teacher given task 
and motivations for the students. 2) The problems faced by the teacher are the 
classroom conditions, the crowded conditions, controlling individually, the 
interaction between the teacher and students in the classroom uneffective, the 
students‟ less vocabulary, the limited media and the problems faced by the 
students are lack of confidence, the students have difficulties in translation. 
The similarity of the research is on the subject. The researcher focuses on 
the teaching strategy. In this case, the object of the research is about teaching 
strategies are used by the Annie Sullivan in the Miracle Worker movie. The 
differences between Nuri‟s study and this study can be seen from the subject 
that the researcher studies. In her study, she studied about the teacher's 
strategies in managing a large class in teaching English. While this study the 
researcher focused on Annie Sullivan‟s strategy on teaching vocabulary to deaf-
blind in The Miracle Worker movie. 
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The second researcher is Ika Prihatin Yuliana (IAIN Surakarta: 2012) 
entitled The Strategy of Teaching English Vocabulary for First Year of Mild 
Mental Retardation Students in SMPLB-C YPSLB Kerten Surakarta. This 
research was aimed at answering two problem statements: the strategy in 
teaching English vocabulary to the mild mental retardation students and the 
effectiveness of the researcher‟s strategy in teaching English vocabulary to 
mild mental retardation. The technique that used by the researcher was 
descriptive qualitative. The result of analysis displayed that there are six steps: 
1) The teacher introduced the vocabulary by Indonesian language, 2) the 
teacher defined the vocabulary into the English, 3) Teacher helped students 
who have problems in reading and writing, 4) the teacher taught students how 
to read vocabulary in English, 5) teacher made simple sentences, 6) and 
making simple questions and answer. 
The similarities between Ika Prihatin‟s study with this study is on the 
subject of research. Those subjects of research are the strategy of teaching 
vocabulary.  The difference between the second studies with this study is the 
second previous studies describe the strategy of teaching English vocabulary 
for first year of mild mental retardation students in SMPLB-C YPSLB Kerten 
Surakarta. While this research focus on Annie Sullivan‟s strategy on teaching 
vocabulary to deaf-blind in The Miracle Worker movie. 
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CHAPTER III 
THE RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 
 
A. Research Design 
The researcher categorized this research as a descriptive qualitative 
research. Qualitative research is a type of research which largely depends on 
the collection of non-numerical data, e.g. words and picture (Johnson and 
Christensen, 2000:17). While Moleong (2007:3) states that qualitative 
research is a research which does not include any calculation or numeration. 
It means that qualitative includes a descriptive research. On the other words, a 
qualitative research is a type of research which does not include any 
numeration and calculation. 
In this research, the researcher applied a descriptive qualitative method to 
obtain the answer of the research question. The researcher did several ways. 
Firstly, the researcher collects the data, then classifies them, analyzes them, 
and finally draws conclusion. Sutrisno Hadi (1983: 3) states that “there are 
four procedures of research: collect the data, then classified them, analyze 
them, and finally draws conclusion.”  
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B. Data and Source of data 
According to Subroto, the data may appear in the forms of discourse, 
sentences, clauses, phrases, words, or even morphemes (Subroto, 1992: 7). 
The type of data in the research is textual data that consists of words and 
sentences. The sentences describe teaching strategy used by Annie Sullivan in 
The Miracle Worker Movie, which was adopted by Nadia Tass in 2000. 
According to Sutopo (2002: 49) source of data in qualitative research may 
be in the form of human beings and their social behavior, event, document, 
article, and so on. The research data in this study are collected in the form of 
information about teaching strategy used by Annie Sullivan on teaching deaf-
blind named Hellen Keller the Miracle Worker Movie which was adopted by 
Nadia Tass in 2000.  
In this research, the researcher uses two sources of data, primary source 
and secondary source. First, primary source will obtain primary datum which 
describe the nearest source with people, information and idea of the study. 
Then, secondary source aims to support and check out the validation of 
information that researcher obtains (Mustari, 2014:38, 45).  
Primary source of data of this research is the movie entitled The Miracle 
Worker. This movie was published in 2000 by Nadia Tass. To support this 
research, the researcher also provides the bibliography of Hellen Keller as 
secondary source, which was published in 1903.   
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C. Instrument of the Research 
The existence of research is never apart from the instruments. “It is a 
means whereby something is achieved, performed, or furthered” (Webster‟s 
New Collegiate Dictionary, 1961:483). The researcher must have instruments 
to support their researches. 
 The main instrument on this research is the researcher herself. As 
Moleong (2007: 168) states that the researcher plays her role as “the planner, 
data collector, data interpreter, data analyze, and reporter of the result of the 
research”. Therefore in this research, the researcher as the planner, data 
collector, data interpreter, data analyze, and reporter of the result of the 
research. 
 
D. Technique of Collecting Data 
Technique collecting data is some activities that researcher does to obtain 
information which is required in analysing data (Neolaka, 2014:8). The 
researcher needs to do some techniques to obtain data collection. With those 
data collection, the researcher can analysis the data. 
In this research, the researcher uses document analysis to collect the data. 
Creswell (2008: 230-231) says that documents consist of public and private 
records. Moreover, Sugiyono (2010:240) states that document can be in the 
form of art work such as pictures, statues, film, etc. the data being observed is 
in the form of film. 
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The process of collecting data is outlined in the following steps: 
a. Watching the film entitled “The Miracle Worker” by Nadia Tass in 2000 
for several times in order to understand the whole story. The researcher 
collects the data by selecting the teaching vocabulary strategies of Annie 
Sullivan‟s on learner with deaf-blindness named Hellen Keller in The 
Miracle Worker Movie by Nadia Tass in 2000. 
b. After watching the movie entitled The Miracle Worker Movie by Nadia 
Tass in 2000, the researcher looks for the secondary data to collect more 
information related the movie. The Miracle Worker Movie which was 
adapted by Nadia Tass in 2000 was derived from true story of Hellen 
Adams Keller in her life with Annie Sullivan. Hellen Keller wrote the 
whole of her childhood with with Annie Sullivan in her biography, 
entitled The Story of My Life. Then, the researcher reads her biography as 
secondary data to collect and support the primary data in analysing data. 
c. Identifying to find the data related to the study. The next step of 
collecting data, the researcher will take note of primary data. In taking 
note, the researcher will find out the important part on the primary data. 
The important parts which will be found by researcher are the Annie 
Sullivan‟s strategies in teaching vocabulary to Hellen Keller as learner 
with deaf-blindness in The Miracle Worker Movie by Nadia Tass in 
2000. 
d. Giving codes to each dialogue containing teaching strategies. After doing 
several steps to collect the data, the researcher will identify the datum by 
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giving code each data based on the Annie Sullivan‟s strategies in 
teaching vocabulary to Hellen Keller as learner with deaf-blindness in 
The Miracle Worker Movie by Nadia Tass in 2000. 
Coding data is observation systematically in which phenomenon or 
event is obtained, written and coded into meaningful data that is used to 
analysis the data (Mustari:2014). By coding data, the researcher can 
analysis and make conclusion of the research. 
The data coding as follows: 
1. The number of datum. 
2. The number of the disc. It classifies the data whether occur in Disc 1 
or Disc 2.  
3. The teaching strategy form which are found in the film are written in 
capital letters: 
a. Tactile Learning Strategy: TLS 
b. Deaf Blind Manual: DBM 
4. Setting 
5. Duration 
The example of data coding is as follows: 
No. The Vocabulary The Way to Teach 
1. Doll 
 
Datum001/Disc1/DBM/House/00:
Deafblind Manual Strategy 
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17:00-00:17:55 
 
 
E. Methods of Data Analysis.  
After collecting the data, the next study of the research is analyzing the 
data. The teaching learning process and the students‟ behavior during the 
action are analysed using descriptive qualitative research. The researcher used 
interactive model analysis involving collecting the data, reducing the data, 
and presenting the data and also drawing conclusion (Miles & Huberman in 
Sutopo, 2002:95). These steps must take systematically. It is mean that 
reducing the data is the starting point to analysis the data. Then, the 
researcher present the data be able the process the facts is systematically and 
logically so that every event occurring in this research is clear.  
1. Reducing the data 
Data from watching the movie, looking for the biography, finding 
out and taking notes of important parts, classifying and determining the 
relevant data and taking notes from the material and some other resources 
related to the movie are analyzed. In this research, all of the data 
collection will be processed and selected based on the theory being used 
by the researcher. The researcher will only select the accurate data by 
using the theory of teaching strategies. If there are some irrelevant data, 
they will be replaced by others which are more accurate. By means of 
selection the quality of the data will be more accurate. This is also 
strengthened by Miles and Huberman in Siswantoro as follows: 
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“Analysis during data collection lets the fieldworker cycle back 
and forth between thinking about the existing data and generating 
strategies for collecting new-often better quality data.” (2005:68) 
In this research, the researcher found 37 data. The researcher read 
and re-read the data, and then the researcher considered whether the data 
were relevant or not. The researcher eliminate the data are not relevant. 
Finally the researcher found 29 valid data. 
2. Presenting the data 
In this step, all of the selected data was presented in the form of 
description or narration. The researcher displayed the data then described 
it. After describing data, the researcher analyzed it. The researcher 
described the data about the strategy in teaching vocabulary to deaf-blind 
in the Miracle Worker Movie. This technique is used arranging the 
information, description, or narration to draw the conclusion. 
3. Drawing conclusion 
The last step is drawing conclusion. In this study, conclusion is drawn 
continuously throughout the course of the study. This is the result of the 
research that describes the teaching strategies that used by Annie 
Sullivan in the movie entitled “The Miracle Worker” adapted by Nadia 
Tass in 2000. 
 
F. The Trustworthiness of the Data 
The qualitative research needs the validity of the data. Actually the 
validation of the data analysis designates quality of the researcher‟s result. In 
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qualitative research, there are some ways that can be chosen to develop the 
trustworthiness of the data. One of them is triangulation. Sutopo (2002: 78) 
states that triangulation is “the most common way that is needed to develop 
the trustworthiness of the data in qualitative research”. According to Patton 
(in Sutopo, 2002: 78) there are four kinds of triangulation. They are: (1) Data 
Triangulation, (2) Investigator Triangulation, (3) Methodological 
Triangulation, and (4) Theoretical Triangulation. 
The kind of triangulation that is used in this research is data triangulation. 
It is a triangulation which uses many sources of data to validate it. The data is 
taken from a primary data, The Miracle Worker Movie adapted by Nadia Tass 
in 2000, and secondary data, the biography of Hllen Keller entitled The Story 
of My Life published in 1903, and manuscript of The Miracle Worker Movie. 
The researcher also asked an expert to check the credibility of this research. 
The expert is SF. Luthfie Arguby Purnomo, SS., M.Hum, the lecturer in 
English Letters Department in IAIN Surakarta. 
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CHAPTER IV 
RESEARCH FINDINGS AND DISCUSSION 
 
A. Finding 
In this part, the researcher discussed the first and second problem   
statements about strategy used by Annie Sullivan on teaching vocabulary to 
deaf-blind the Miracle Worker movie directed by Nadia Tass in 2000 and the 
problems faced by the teacher on teaching Hellen Keller. The researcher 
discussed this study not only based on the source of data, the Miracle Worker 
Movie by directed by Nadia Tass in 2000. 
First problem statement is about the strategies of teaching vocabulary to 
deaf-blind in The Miracle Worker movie. In the movie, before Annie Sullivan 
teaches the vocabularies to Hellen Keller, Annie Sullivan categorize Hellen 
Keller does she belongs to types of Deaf-blind first. In chapter two it was 
mentioned that there are two types of Deaf-blindness. They are congenital 
deaf-blindness and acquired deaf-blindness. Hellen Keller includes on 
acquired deaf-blindness.  
After Annie Sullivan knew that Hellen Keller includes on acquired deaf-
blindness, Annie Sullivan plan a strategy to teach Hellen Keller. The first 
strategy that will be used by Annie Sullivan to teach Hellen is using finger 
spelling or Deafblind Manual Strategy. In the movie it was found 28 
vocabularies. Those are: doll, cake, ink, pen, no, step, cake, milk, flower, leaf, 
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water, soup, egg, bird, horse, dog, wool, chair, napkin, dress, face, tear, pomp, 
ground, flower, mother, father, and teacher. The data obtained by researcher 
are below: 
No. The Vocabulary The Way to Teach 
1. Doll 
 
Datum001/Disc1/DBM/House/00:
17:00-00:17:55 
Deafblind Manual Strategy 
2. Cake 
 
Datum002/Disc1/DBM/House/00:
19:00-00:19:26 
Deafblind Manual Strategy 
3. Pen 
 
Datum004/Disc1/DBM/House/00:
25:10-00:25:17 
Deafblind Manual Strategy 
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4. No 
 
Datum005/Disc1/DBM/House/00:
25:27-00:25:29 
Deafblind Manual Strategy 
 
After Annie Sullivan was applying the strategy, she was getting into 
trouble. The problem faced by Annie Sullivan is any interference from 
Hellen‟s family. Hellen‟s family considers that the strategy used by Annie 
was rude. They do not like the strategy that has been used. Annie Sullivan 
discussed with Hellen‟s family. Annie Sullivan convinced Hellen‟s family to 
believe her. Annie asked to Hellen‟s family to stay alone with Hellen Keller 
in the garden house. Finally, Hellen‟s family gave her 2 weeks to stay with 
Hellen. 
When Annie Sullivan isolated herself with Hellen, she realized that Hellen 
just imitated the finger spelling that Annie taught to her. After that Annie set 
another strategy to teach vocabulary to Hellen. Furthermore, she tried to use 
tactile learning strategy. Annie Sullivan tried so hard in order to Hellen 
understand what has been she taught to her. Annie invited Hellen to learn in 
real world in order to Hellen can interact with environment directly. The data 
obtained by the researcher are below: 
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5. Flower
 
Datum08/Disc2/DBM&TLS/Hous
e/00:09:06-00:09:09 
Deafblind Manual Strategy and 
Tactile Learning Strategy 
6. Leaf 
 
Datum09/Disc2/DBM&TLS/Hous
e/00:09:11-00:09:17 
Deafblind Manual Strategy and 
Tactile Learning Strategy 
7. Egg 
 
Datum012/Disc2/DBM&TLS/Ho
use/00:12:09-00:12:17 
Deafblind Manual Strategy and 
Tactile Learning Strategy 
8. Horse 
 
Datum014/Disc2/DBM&TLS/Ho
Deafblind Manual Strategy and 
Tactile Learning Strategy 
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use/00:14:11-00:14:15 
9. Napkin 
 
Datum018/Disc2/DBM&TLS/Ho
use/00:20:45-00:20:49 
Deafblind Manual Strategy and 
Tactile Learning Strategy 
10. Dog 
 
Datum015/Disc2/DBM&TLS/Ho
use/00:16:34-00:16:38 
Deafblind Manual Strategy and 
Tactile Learning Strategy 
11. Pomp
 
Datum022/Disc2/DBM&TLS/Ho
Deafblind Manual Strategy and 
Tactile Learning Strategy 
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use/00:33:58-00:34:00 
12. Water 
 
Datum023/Disc2/DBM&TLS/Ho
use/00:04:53-00:05:20 
Deafblind Manual Strategy and 
Tactile Learning Strategy 
 
B. Discussion 
Hellen Keller is a deaf-blind girl. She was born on June 27, 1880 on Ivy 
Green Plantation in Tuscumbia, Alabama. Her deaf-blind was categorized on 
acquired deaf-blind because she was sick. Hellen lost her ability to see and 
hear when she was nineteen months old. 
The first data shows Helen Keller opens Annie Sullivan‟s suitcase and she 
find doll in it. She looks very happy. Then, Annie Sullivan teaches the first 
word to her. Annie Sullivan spells the word “D-O-L-L” on her palm using 
deaf-blind manual alphabet. Then, Helen learns that sign by touching Annie 
Sullivan‟s hand. Then she tries to spell word “D-O-L-L” as: 
1) D by shaping her thumb and index finger,  
2) O by circling her finger, and  
3) L by laying her index and thumb finger. 
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From the description above, it can be concluded that Annie Sullivan use The 
Deaf Blind Manual on teaching vocabulary to Helen Keller. Annie Sullivan 
spells the word “D-O-L-L” on her palm using finger spelling. 
In the second data, Annie Sullivan gives her cake. Then Annie Sullivan 
teaches her to spell word “C-A-K-E”. Then, Annie Sullivan guides Helen to 
spell word with her own hands. Then Annie teaches her to spell word “C-A-
K-E” as: 
1) C by using her index finger to make a circular movement that starts on 
the inside of her thumb and ends at top of her index finger, 
2) A by clenching her finger, 
3) K by bending her index finger and laying the top half of it, 
4) E by shaping a half circle. 
From the explanation above, it can be concluded that Annie Sullivan use the 
deaf blind manual on teaching vocabulary to Helen Keller. 
Third, After Helen spilled ink on the table, she holds a pen. Then 
Annie Sullivan teaches her to spell “P-E-N”. She teaches to spell word “P-E-
N” as: 
1) P by hold the tip of Helen's index finger between her finger and thumb. 
2) E by shaping a half circle. 
3) N by lay her first two fingers across Hellen's palm 
From the explanation above, it can be concluded that Annie Sullivan use the 
deaf blind manual on teaching vocabulary to Helen Keller. It can be seen the 
way how Annie Sullivan teaches Helen. Annie Sullivan spells the word “pen” 
using finger spelling on Hellen‟s palm. 
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The fourth data tells when Helen touches the pen, she stabbed a pen. 
Then she was angry and throws down the doll. After that Annie forbid Helen 
doing like that. Then Annie asks her to stop and teaches her to spell a word 
“N-O”. She teaches spell “N-O” as:  
1) N by lay her first two fingers across Hellen's palm 
2) O by circling her finger 
From the explanation above, it can be concluded that Annie Sullivan use the 
deaf blind manual on teaching vocabulary to Helen Keller. 
The fifth data, Annie Sullivan brings her to the garden. In there, Annie 
guides Helen to touch the flower. Then she teaches her to spell “F-L-O-W-E-
R” as: 
1) F by shaping using her first two fingers together, place across Helen's 
index finger, 
2) L by laying her thumb and index finger,  
3) O by circling her finger, 
4) W by grasping the upper edge of Helen's fingers, bending her fingers 
around them 
5) E by shaping a half circle, and 
6) R by cross her middle finger over her index finger, and lays it across 
Helen‟s palm. 
From the explanation above, it can be concluded that Annie Sullivan use the 
deaf blind manual and tactile learning strategy on teaching vocabulary to 
Helen Keller. Annie used tactile learning strategy first, then she used deaf-
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blind manual strategy. Annie Sullivan guidance Hellen to explore the object. 
Annie put her hands on Hellen‟s hand. It showed that Annie used Tictile 
Learning Strategy type hand over hand guidance. Then she directs Hellen‟s 
hand to touch the object and then she taught the name of these object using 
finger spelling.  
The sixth data here, Annie asks Helen to touch leaf. Then Annie teaches 
her to spell “L-E-A-F” as: 
1) L by shaping her thumb and index finger, 
2) E by shaping a half circle 
3) A by clenching her finger 
4) F by shaping using her first two fingers together, place across Helen's 
index finger. 
From the explanation above, it can be concluded that Annie Sullivan use the 
deaf blind manual and tactile learning strategy on teaching vocabulary to 
Helen Keller. Annie used tactile learning strategy first, then she used deaf-
blind manual strategy. Annie Sullivan guidance Hellen to explore the object. 
Annie put her hands on Hellen‟s hand. It showed that Annie used Tictile 
Learning Strategy type hand over hand guidance. Then she directs Hellen‟s 
hand to touch the object and then she taught the name of these object using 
finger spelling.  
The seventh data show when Annie and Helen play in the garden, 
Annie gives Helen an egg. Than Annie teaches her to spell “E-G-G” as: 
1) E by shaping a half circle 
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2) G by stick out her thumb and index finger and hold it sideways 
3) G by stick out her thumb and index finger and hold it sideways 
From the explanation above, it can be concluded that Annie Sullivan use the 
deaf blind manual and tactile learning strategy on teaching vocabulary to 
Helen Keller. Annie used tactile learning strategy first, then she used deaf-
blind manual strategy. Annie Sullivan guidance Hellen to explore the object. 
Annie put her hands on Hellen‟s hand. It showed that Annie used Tictile 
Learning Strategy type hand over hand guidance. Then she directs Hellen‟s 
hand to touch the object and then she taught the name of these object using 
finger spelling.  
The eight, Annie asks Helen to touch a horse. Then Annie teaches 
Helen to spell “H-O-R-S-E” as: 
1) H by stick out her thumb, index finger, and middle finger alongside of 
her index finger, 
2) O by circling her finger 
3) R by cross her middle finger over her index finger, and lay it across 
Helen‟s palm, 
4) S by making a fist and put her thumb on top of Helen‟s fingers, 
5) E by shaping a half circle 
From the explanation above, it can be concluded that Annie Sullivan use the 
deaf blind manual and tactile learning strategy on teaching vocabulary to 
Helen Keller. Annie used tactile learning strategy first, then she used deaf-
blind manual strategy. Annie Sullivan guidance Hellen to explore the object. 
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Annie put her hands on Hellen‟s hand. It showed that Annie used Tictile 
Learning Strategy type hand over hand guidance. Then she directs Hellen‟s 
hand to touch the object and then she taught the name of these object using 
finger spelling.  
The ninth Helen‟s father gives her a dog when Annie and Helen in the 
shack. Then Annie guides her to touch the dog and teaches her to spell “D-O-
G” as: 
1) D by shaping her thumb and index finger, placing it on Helen‟s index 
finger 
2) O by circling her finger 
3) G by stick out her thumb and index finger and hold it sideways 
From the explanation above, it can be concluded that Annie Sullivan use the 
deaf blind manual and tactile learning strategy on teaching vocabulary to 
Helen Keller. Annie used tactile learning strategy first, then she used deaf-
blind manual strategy. Annie Sullivan guidance Hellen to explore the object. 
Annie put her hands on Hellen‟s hand. It showed that Annie used Tictile 
Learning Strategy type hand over hand guidance. Then she directs Hellen‟s 
hand to touch the object and then she taught the name of these object using 
finger spelling.  
The tenth Annie also takes a napkin. Annie asks Helen to touch the 
napkin, and teaches her to spell “N-A-P-K-I-N” as: 
1) N by lay her first two fingers across your Hellen's palm 
2) A by clenching her finger, 
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3) P by holding the tip of Helen's index finger between her finger and 
thumb 
4) K by bending her index finger and laying the top half of it, 
5) I by stick her pinkie straight up 
6) N by lay her first two fingers across your Hellen's palm 
From the explanation above, it can be concluded that Annie Sullivan use the 
deaf blind manual and tactile learning strategy on teaching vocabulary to 
Helen Keller. Annie used tactile learning strategy first, then she used deaf-
blind manual strategy. Annie Sullivan guidance Hellen to explore the object. 
Annie put her hands on Hellen‟s hand. It showed that Annie used Tictile 
Learning Strategy type hand over hand guidance. Then she directs Hellen‟s 
hand to touch the object and then she taught the name of these object using 
finger spelling.  
The eleventh, Annie Sullivan brings Helen to the well-house to take 
water using pomp. She guides Helen to touch the pomp. Annie Sullivan 
forces Helen to pump the water. Then, Annie Sullivan teaches her to spell 
word “P-O-M-P” on her hand. Annie spells “P-O-M-P” as: 
1) P by hold the tip of Helen's index finger between her finger and thumb 
2) O by circling her finger 
3) M by point your fore-, middle, and ring fingers forward and place the 
thumb beneath them. 
4) P by hold the tip of Helen's index finger between her finger and thumb 
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From the explanation above, it can be concluded that Annie Sullivan use the 
deaf blind manual and tactile learning strategy on teaching vocabulary to 
Helen Keller. Annie used tactile learning strategy first, then she used deaf-
blind manual strategy. Annie Sullivan guidance Hellen to explore the object. 
Annie put her hands on Hellen‟s hand. It showed that Annie used Tictile 
Learning Strategy type hand over hand guidance. Then she directs Hellen‟s 
hand to touch the object and then she taught the name of these object using 
finger spelling.  
The twelfth, following an outburst at the dining room table, Annie 
drags Helen to the pomp on the front lawn and forces her to refill a pitcher 
from which she spilled the water. As the water pours over her hands, the 
sudden realization that what she feels is w-a-t-e-r dawns on the child, and she 
grasps Annie's hand and Annie spells out the word as: 
1) W by grasp the upper edge of Helen's fingers, bending her fingers around 
them 
2) A by clenching her finger, 
3) T by making a fist and put your thumb between your middle finger and 
index finger 
4) E by shaping a half circle 
5) R by cross her middle finger over her index finger 
From the explanation above, it can be concluded that Annie Sullivan use the 
deaf blind manual and tactile learning strategy on teaching vocabulary to 
Helen Keller. Annie used tactile learning strategy first, then she used deaf-
blind manual strategy. Annie Sullivan guidance Hellen to explore the object. 
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Annie put her hands on Hellen‟s hand. It showed that Annie used Tictile 
Learning Strategy type hand over hand guidance. Then she directs Hellen‟s 
hand to touch the object and then she taught the name of these object using 
finger spelling.  
Based on the data finding, it can be seen that there are 2 strategies of 
teaching vocabulary for deaf-blind used by Annie Sullivan in The Miracle 
Worker Movie directed by Nadia Tass in 2000. Those are Tactile Learning 
Strategy and Deafblind Manual Strategy. 
Based on the movie, the researcher found out there are 28 
vocabularies that were taught by Annie Sullivan in the Miracle Worker Movie 
directed by Nadia Tass in 2000. Those are: doll, cake, ink, pen, no, step, cake, 
milk, flower, leaf, water, soup, egg, bird, horse, dog, wool, chair, napkin, 
dress, face, tear, pomp, ground, flower, mother, father, and teacher.  
In teaching those vocabularies, Annie Sullivan uses a same finger 
spelling in each alphabet. She uses the same sign in order to make Helen is 
easier to remember the sign. The researcher makes a table of finger spelling 
that used Annie Sullivan as bellow: 
Alphabet Finger Spelling 
A clenching her finger 
B put her fingers all straight up and touching and then bend 
her thumb over Helen's palm 
C using her index finger to make a circular movement that 
starts on the inside of her thumb and ends at top of her index 
finger 
D shaping her thumb and index finger, placing it on Helen‟s 
index finger 
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E shaping a half circle 
F shaping using her first two fingers together, place across 
Helen's index finger 
G stick out her thumb and index finger and hold it sideways 
H laying her open hand across Helen's palm and move it over 
the fingers and off the hand 
I stick her pinkie straight up 
K bending her index finger and laying the top half of it 
L laying her index end thumb finger 
M point her fore-, middle, and ring fingers forward and place 
the thumb beneath them 
N laying her fist two fingers across Helen‟s palm 
O circling her finger 
P holding the tip of Helen's index finger between her finger 
and thumb 
R bend her index finger and lay it across Helen's palm 
S grasping Helen's little finger with her index finger 
T touch the edge of your Helen's palm, at the side away from 
the thumb 
U orienting her middle finger and her index finger upwards 
together 
W grasping the upper edge of Helen's fingers, bending her 
fingers around them 
 
C. The problem faced by Annie Sullivan on teaching vocabulary for deaf-
blind in the Miracle Worker Movie directed by Nadia Tass in 2000 
Based on the observation conducted by researcher from watching the 
movie, the researcher found several problems that were faced by the teacher 
in the process of teaching vocabulary for deaf-blind in the Miracle Worker 
Movie directed by Nadia Tass in 2000. The problems were about the 
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difficulties to communicate with Helen because she is a deaf-blind. This case 
was made her difficult to teach vocabulary to Helen. 
The second problem faced by Annie was about the interference of 
Helen‟s family in teaching Helen. They opposed Annie about the way she 
taught Helen. For example when Helen and her family ate together, Annie 
taught her to use her own plate. Helen tried to take and use others plate but 
her family excused her and thought that it was fine. 
The next problem faced by the teacher was she has difficulties to 
discipline her student. Based on dialog of The Miracle Worker movie, Annie 
Sullivan said: 
 Annie: No one in this house has ever tried to control the girl, but how can I 
discipline her without her spirit? But, if she won’t obey me.  
It means that the problem faced by Annie Sullivan; she has difficulties to 
discipline Helen Keller, because she is feral and unruly. Annie Sullivan didn‟t 
know how to discipline Helen.  
Annie Sullivan did some solutions to solve her problems. She tried so 
hard to teach Helen Keller the basic vocabulary. Annie asked Helen Keller to 
touch the object directly and learn the vocabulary by finger spelling. 
Second solution that was done by Annie Sullivan is teaching Helen 
about table manners. Annie asked Helen‟s family to trust her. She decided to 
stay in dining room with Helen so that there is no someone bothers her in 
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teaching Helen Keller. Not only taught her in the home she also taught Helen 
in real world. 
To solve the third problem, Annie Sullivan persuades the Helen‟s 
family to give her two weeks of isolation with Helen in the garden house. The 
idea behind it, she explains, is to make Helen completely dependent on her 
for everything, so that she doesn‟t have her parents and family to hide behind. 
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CHAPTER V 
THE CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION 
 
A. Conclusion  
The focus of this study is to know about the strategy of teaching 
vocabulary for deaf-blind applied by Annie Sullivan and to find out about the 
problem faced by Annie Sullivan and the solution applied by Annie Sullivan 
in teaching vocabulary for deaf-blind in The Miracle Worker Movie directed 
by Nadia Tass in 2000. 
Based on the discussion on the chapter four the researcher found two kinds 
of strategy used by Annie Sullivan on teaching vocabulary to deaf-blind Helen 
Keller in the Miracle Worker Movie. The strategies that used are the deaf-
blind manual strategy and tactile learning strategy. The Deaf blind Manual 
Alphabet is the best way to communicate with someone who is deaf-blind. 
The Deaf blind Manual Alphabet is a method of spelling out words onto a 
deaf-blind person's hand. Each letter is denoted by a particular sign or place on 
the hand of the learner who is deaf-blind. It is also known as finger-spelling. 
Finger spelling is where each letter of the alphabet is indicated by using 
fingers and palm of the hand. 
Based on the finding in chapter four, it showed that Annie Sullivan always 
using finger spelling in teaching vocabulary. She spells every word in Helen‟s 
palm. For example on first data, Annie Sullivan teaches her the first word. 
Annie Sullivan spells the word “D-O-L-L” on her palm using deaf-blind 
manual alphabet. Then, Helen learns that sign by touching Annie Sullivan‟s 
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hand. Then she tries to spell word “D-O-L-L” as: D by shaping her thumb and 
index finger, O by circling her finger, and L by laying her index and thumb 
finger. Annie Sullivan spells the word “doll” using finger spelling on Hellen‟s 
palm. 
The second strategy is tactile learning strategy. In teaching vocabulary, 
Annie Sulivan also uses tactile learning strategy. Annie guides Helen to hold 
an item. After that she taught Helen to spell the name of the object using 
finger spelling. For example is on the third data. When Annie Sullivan wrote 
a diary, Hellen spilled ink on the table. Annie Sullivan guides her to touch the 
ink. Then Annie Sullivan teaches her to spell word “I-N-K”. Annie Sullivan 
spells the word “I-N-K” on her palm using deaf-blind manual alphabet. Annie 
Sullivan guides Helen to touch the ink by touching Helen‟s hand. Annie‟s 
hand position is above Helen‟s hand. It can be concluded that Annie Sullivan 
teaches Helen to spell the word “ink” use combination strategy between 
Tactile Learning Strategy and Deaf Blind Manual. 
In teaching vocabulary to deafblid, Annie Sullivan faced several 
problems. The problems that faced by teacher on teaching vocabulary were 
about the difficulties to communicate with Helen because she is a deaf-blind. 
This case was made her difficult to teach vocabulary to Helen. The second 
problem faced by Annie was about the interference of Helen‟s family in 
teaching Helen. The next problem faced by the teacher was she has 
difficulties to discipline her student. 
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Annie Sullivan did some solutions to solve her problems. She tried so 
hard to teach Helen Keller the basic vocabulary using finger spelling. Second 
solution that was done by Annie Sullivan is teaching Helen about table 
manners. Annie asked Helen‟s family to trust her. The third solution had been 
done by teacher were isolating herself and Helen from Helen‟s family in 
order to make Helen completely relies on her for everything, so that she 
doesn‟t have her parents and family to hide behind. 
 
B. SUGGESTION 
Based on the result of this research, the researcher present some suggestion as 
follows: 
1. For the Teachers 
Every student has different ability, creativity, characteristics, and 
interest. So, the teacher should understand what the students need based on 
their differences. Teachers must be patient when teaching unruly students. 
And the teacher must use suitable strategies in teaching them to help her 
students to support their student‟s learning in order to become successful 
language learner.  
2. For the students 
The students are hoped to be more active, and creative in learning 
vocabulary. They can try with the strategies that teacher has been taught in 
their learning vocabulary. Don‟t be afraid with the teacher, and be 
obedient student to the teacher. 
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3. For the other researcher 
The researcher suggests the next researcher can analyze The Miracle 
Worker movie from the other aspect, like psychology approach or etc. 
For the other researcher who wants conduct a research about teaching 
strategy, the result of the study can be used as an additional reference for 
further research with different discussion domain of teachers‟ teaching.  
. 
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Appendices 1. Data Finding 
 
No. The Vocabulary The Way to Teach 
1. Doll 
 
Datum001/Disc1/DBM/House/00:
17:00-00:17:55 
Deafblind Manual Strategy 
2. Cake 
 
Datum002/Disc1/DBM/House/00:
19:00-00:19:26 
Deafblind Manual Strategy 
3. Ink 
Datum003/Disc1/DBM&TLS/Ho
use/00:25:07-00:25:08 
Deafblind Manual Strategy and 
Tactile Learning Strategy 
4. Pen Deafblind Manual Strategy 
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Datum004/Disc1/DBM/House/00:
25:10-00:25:17 
5. No 
 
Datum005/Disc1/DBM/House/00:
25:27-00:25:29 
Deafblind Manual Strategy 
6. Step 
 
Datum006/Disc1/DBM&TLS/Ho
use/00:39:42-00:39:46 
Deafblind Manual Strategy and 
Tactile Learning Strategy 
7. Milk 
 
Datum007/Disc2/DBM/House/00:
06:20-00:06:32 
Deafblind Manual Strategy 
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8. Flower
 
Datum08/Disc2/DBM&TLS/Hous
e/00:09:06-00:09:09 
Deafblind Manual Strategy and 
Tactile Learning Strategy 
9. Leaf 
 
Datum09/Disc2/DBM&TLS/Hous
e/00:09:11-00:09:17 
Deafblind Manual Strategy and 
Tactile Learning Strategy 
10. Water 
 
Datum010/Disc2/DBM/House/00:
09:19-00:09:44 
Deafblind Manual Strategy 
11. Soup 
 
Datum011/Disc2/DBM/House/00:
10:35-00:10:38 
Deafblind Manual Strategy 
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12. Egg 
 
Datum012/Disc2/DBM&TLS/Ho
use/00:12:09-00:12:17 
Deafblind Manual Strategy and 
Tactile Learning Strategy 
13. Bird 
 
Datum013/Disc2/DBM/House/00:
12:28-00:12:37 
Deafblind Manual Strategy 
14. Horse 
 
Datum014/Disc2/DBM&TLS/Ho
use/00:14:11-00:14:15 
Deafblind Manual Strategy and 
Tactile Learning Strategy 
15. Dog Deafblind Manual Strategy and 
Tactile Learning Strategy 
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Datum015/Disc2/DBM&TLS/Ho
use/00:16:34-00:16:38 
16. Wool 
 
Datum016/Disc2/DBM/House/00:
20:20-00:20:26 
Deafblind Manual Strategy 
17. Chair 
 
Datum017/Disc2/DBM&TLS/Ho
use/00:20:28-00:20:37 
Deafblind Manual Strategy and 
Tactile Learning Strategy 
18. Napkin Deafblind Manual Strategy and 
Tactile Learning Strategy 
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Datum018/Disc2/DBM&TLS/Ho
use/00:20:45-00:20:49 
19. Dress 
 
Datum019/Disc2/DBM&TLS/Ho
use/00:20:47-00:20:53 
Deafblind Manual Strategy and 
Tactile Learning Strategy 
20. Face 
 
Datum020/Disc2/DBM&TLS/Ho
use/00:20:56-00:21:10 
Deafblind Manual Strategy and 
Tactile Learning Strategy 
21. Tear 
 
Datum021/Disc2/DBM&TLS/Ho
Deafblind Manual Strategy and 
Tactile Learning Strategy 
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use/00:21:28-00:21:42 
22. Pomp
 
Datum022/Disc2/DBM&TLS/Ho
use/00:33:58-00:34:00 
Deafblind Manual Strategy and 
Tactile Learning Strategy 
23. Pomp 
 
Datum024/Disc2/DBM&TLS/Ho
use/00:04:53-00:05:20 
Deafblind Manual Strategy and 
Tactile Learning Strategy 
24 Ground 
 
Datum025/Disc2/DBM/House/00:
04:53-00:05:20 
Deafblind Manual Strategy 
25. Flower Deafblind Manual Strategy 
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Datum026/Disc2/DBM/House/00:
04:53-00:05:20 
26. Mother 
 
Datum027/Disc2/DBM/House/00:
04:53-00:05:20 
Deafblind Manual Strategy  
27. Papa 
 
Datum028/Disc2/DBM/House/00:
04:53-00:05:20 
Deafblind Manual Strategy  
28. Teacher 
 
Datum029/Disc2/DBM/House/00:
04:53-00:05:20 
Deafblind Manual Strategy  
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Appendices 2. Synopsis of The Miracle Worker Movie 
 
Act 1 
This play, The Miracle Worker, is set in the 1880‟s.  It follows the Keller family 
and their struggles with their daughter Helen, who is deaf, mute and dumb; and 
Anne Sullivan, a young teacher. 
The plot begins at night on a plantation in Tuscumbia, Alabama.  Kate and 
Captain Keller, along with a doctor, are standing next to a crib, discussing how 
the Keller‟s daughter, Helen, survived a difficult ailment.  The sickness that she 
had nearly killed her.  As the Captain escorts out the doctor, Kate notices that 
something is awry with the baby.  She assumes that because of the illness, Helen 
is now unable to see or hear. 
In the next scene, we see that Helen has grown up a little.  She is around six years 
old, and is now the king of the house.  She terrorizes everyone in the house, and 
she gets away with it all because no one knows how to discipline her.  Further 
inspection shows that they would rather spoil her with treats, in a similar manner 
to the way one would train a dog.  The Captain and Kate are arguing, mainly 
about what to do with Helen.  We discover that they have hired many doctors to 
attempt to help her, but to no avail.  The Captain believes that hiring more would 
simply be a waste of time and money, and would rather accept her tedious nature. 
 Kate, however, is steadfast, and won‟t give up on her daughter.  He finally 
relents, and they decide on Anne Sullivan, a governess from Massachusetts. 
In the next scene we see Anne packing and preparing to leave the Perkins Institute 
for the Blind, where she was not only a patient, but seemingly a teacher as well. 
 She is young at 20, and haunted by visions of her younger brother Jimmie.  He 
died as they were separated from each other at an orphanage, and the memory of 
that constantly visits her.  When she gets to Alabama, the family is a little 
apprehensive about her, mainly because of her age and her stubborn attitude. 
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 When she meets Helen, she immediately drags her upstairs, eager to get to work. 
 She tries to quell the child‟s tantrums by spelling into Helen‟s hands whenever 
she wants something, namely „cake‟ and „doll‟.  But Helen outsmarts her, hitting 
Anne in the face with the doll and locks her in the room.  Anne is forced to give in 
and ask for help, and climbs out the window by ladder.  After they eat dinner, 
Anne spots Helen at the water pump and well, where the girl drops the key to 
Anne‟s room down the well.  Rather than getting mad, Anne smiles and goes back 
inside the house. 
Act 2 
As the curtain opens up in act 2, Helen is wreaking havoc on Anne‟s room.  With 
every item that Helen breaks, Anne forces her hand into the girl‟s palm, spelling 
out each item.  Kate, confused, asks her why she keeps doing it, that the girl is 
only mimicking her, not actually learning.  Anne claims that she wants Helen to 
understand that everything has a name, and once she gets there, she will be able to 
learn.  When prodded further, she simply responds “I like to hear myself talk.” 
 That night, Anne is visited once again by her tough past with the orphanage and 
her departure from her brother. 
At breakfast the next morning, Helen starts her daily routine of self-propelled 
terror.  Anne won‟t let this fly, sparking a conflict between the Captain and Anne. 
 She wants the child to learn in general, to learn manners as well as language, and 
the Captain believes she‟s overstepping her bounds.  Anne wins, and the rest of 
the family begrudgingly head outside.  The fight that ensues between Anne and 
Helen is a long one of epic proportions, but it results in a victory: Anne got Helen 
to eat with a spoon, and she got her to fold her napkin. 
The victory is short-lived, however, as the Captain wants Anne out of his house, 
not supporting her methods and treatment of his daughter.  Kate and Auntie Ev 
convince him to let her stay a little longer, and the family strikes a deal with 
Anne, who wants to isolate herself and Helen from the rest of the world.  The idea 
behind it, she explains, is to make Helen completely dependent on her for 
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everything, so that she doesn‟t have her parents and family to hide behind.  The 
Kellers drive Helen around for a while to confuse her, then take her back to the 
yard, where a garden house appears.  Helen isn‟t excited about living with Anne, 
and throws a fit, not allowing Anne to touch her.  Anne lures her out, however, by 
spelling words into the hand of a servant, and Helen starts to trust her again.  As 
she falls asleep, the curtain drops on act 2 while Anne sings to her. 
Act 3 
Act 3 begins with an immediate realization for the audience that the week of 
separation is nearing to an end.   Anne is getting frustrated, because Helen doesn‟t 
seem to be finding the meaning behind the signs, and still thinks of it as a game. 
 She has memorized signs, but doesn‟t seem to be connecting them to the thought 
that they have names and represent real concepts.  The family is excited over the 
progress she‟s made, and believes that she should come back inside and live with 
them.  Anne begs them to let the separation continue, that she is on the verge of a 
major breakthrough, but the family misses their daughter too much, and demands 
that she move back inside, sure that she will still learn.  Anne keeps Helen until 
six, the exact time that they had planned on before, desperately trying to get Helen 
to move past the games and move into understanding, but we watch as Helen 
remains steadfast, and Anne grow frustrated and nearly breaks down. 
Once returned back to her home, Helen regains control.  Despite Anne‟s warnings 
that she‟s just testing them, and the family‟s assertions that they wouldn‟t indulge 
in her little games, they start to baby her again, and Anne watches as a lot of her 
work is slowly being destroyed.  Helen throws a pitcher of water at Anne, and 
Anne is fed up.  She grabs Helen, dragging her to the water pump to force her to 
refill the pitcher.  The Captain rises to stop her, but James, his stepson, finally 
stands up to his father, and explains to the family that they need to trust her and let 
her do her work. 
In the yard, Anne has the water pump running, and angrily spells out „water‟ into 
Helen‟s palm.  As if someone turned on a switch inside of her, Helen understands. 
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 She has the breakthrough that Anne had been searching for.  She flies about, 
touching things, begging to know their names.  Anne obliges, in tears, and calls 
out for the family to come see.  As they come into the scene, she rushes up to 
them, demanding what words are associated with them, and learns „mother‟ and 
„father‟.  Then she rushes back to Anne, wanting to know her title.  Anne shows 
her „teacher.‟  Helen, in a seemingly understanding gesture, retrieves the keys 
from her mother side and gives them to Anne.  The play ends with Anne writing 
down in her journal “I love Helen…forever and ever.” 
 
 
